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How exciting that you are opening your private practice!
Here are some things to consider:

SPACE
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Location
Availability (to share or not to share)
Price/length and type of rental agreement
Parking
Look and Feel
Temperature
Janitorial
Amount of Personalization
Neighbors
Amenities
ADA
Reliability of Landlord

PHONES

• Landline vs. Cell Phone vs. Internet Phone
• Texts policy

FEES
•
•
•
•
•

You are worthy of a great fee
Decide on a fee, decide if you are having a sliding scale (or not)
Choose a fee that you will never resent
Take credit cards including AMEX
Collect the fee at the beginning of the session

INTAKE CALL
•
•
•
•

First person to talk to a client usually gets the client.
Take charge of the call.
Join with them and hear their story for a bit
See the attached for a sample intake call script.

Additional topics not covered on the call:

• Make sure you know what malpractice insurance you need/want.
• Make your landlord an ‘additional insured’ on your malpractice policy (ask
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your landlord if there are any additional insurance requirements.)
• Find an attorney who understands the laws for therapists in your state
• Find an accountant who can help you make decisions
• Once you find a space, find out if you need a city business license

Counseling Appointment Intake Call Suggested Script

Here is the four-step process I use when first speaking with a potential client
who is calling for an appointment:
I open with “Hi, this is Casey Truffo returning your call. You had called about a
counseling appointment?”
They say “yes.” I respond with “I am glad you called. I wanted to get back to you
as soon as I could. However, I need to tell you that I have an appointment in a
few minutes so unfortunately we don’t have a lot of time now – but I did want to
get back to you. So, while I’d love to hear the whole story now, our time is a little
limited. Could you share with me the reason why you are seeking counseling
now?”
I listen for about 90 seconds to decide if I want to see them for an assessment
session.
If I decide I do want to see them, I validate them: “Wow – sounds like you have a lot
going on.” Or “I am so sorry that is happening to you.”
Then immediately after the validation sentence, I ask, “May I tell you how I work?”
I wait for an affirmative answer before continuing. If they go back into their story, I
repeat the validation sentence and ask again “May I tell you how I work?”
If they say “Yes,” I start my four step process:
1. My office is located near John Wayne airport.
2. My sessions are 45 minutes in length.
3. My fee for each session is $150 and
4. I have openings on Wednesday at noon or Thursday at 2:00 - Do either of those
work for you?
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Then the trick is to be quiet and let them respond. You just gave them a lot of
information. They have a lot to think about.
They will either respond with an objection to the fee or the times, or make the
appointment. Objections are normal and should be expected.
If they object to the time, that is great news. It usually means they have “hurdled”
the money issue. They probably aren’t going to ask you for an appointment on
Tuesday, book it and then tell you they can’t afford it (at least not right now).
Some clinicians get confused when I suggest offering two appointment times in
the above four- step process. They think I am suggesting that they “act busy” and
offer no other times. I am not suggesting that. It is like breaking the banana in half
and asking your child “Which half do you want?” It is offering them a choice. If they
can’t make those times, then you can offer other times.
But again I want to stress this – if you have used the four-step process in the exact
order listed above and they want a different time, it is a good thing. They probably
aren’t going to object to the fee.
Let’s say they object to the fee. That is not uncommon. Many people don’t know
what therapy will cost until they call.
Please attempt to join with the client in the objection. “No problem. I understand.
Therapy isn’t inexpensive.”
The objection isn’t the end. It is an opportunity for you to continue joining with the
client. You may want to give them a moment to get over the “sticker shock.” You
can see if the client is still someone you want to see.
If you do not have a sliding fee, you can ask if they would like some referrals that
might fit better within their budget. (Note: when you want to offer someone some
referrals, it is best to ask the person if they would like the referrals rather that
stating “Let me give you some referrals.” They may already have other therapists
they are considering. This is just a simple word change but it can make a big
difference to the prospect or client.)
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If you have a sliding scale....
Here is how I would negotiate the fee using a sliding scale:
If they say, “I didn’t think it would cost so much” I just agree that therapy isn’t
inexpensive. Then I say, “Let me think for a moment.” (I pause for 3 or 4 seconds.)
Then I say, “I am curious - what did you think it would cost?” or “How much were
you thinking of paying?”
If the number they say is within my sliding scale range, I say “Hmm. Let me think.”
And I pause for another 3 or 4 seconds.
Then if that number is within the sliding scale range, I say, “Could you afford (and
I add $5 or $10 to what they just offered)?” If they say “yes,” everyone wins. They
feel they got a good deal and I know I did.
If they say “NO! That was the absolute max I could afford,” I say “Okay. I think I can
work with that. Let’s get together and see if I am the right therapist for you.”
By the way, if the number they offer is below your scale, pause for a second and
then say, “I know therapy can be expensive. I totally understand when there isn’t
a lot of extra money in the budget. I’ve been there myself. And we don’t want the
cost of therapy to be an additional stressor for you. Let’s see if we can find a good
therapist that will work within your budget. May I offer you some referrals?”
When offering referrals, please always ask first if they want them rather than just
giving them. It is respectful and, for all you know, they may already have a dozen
referrals.
After each intake call, assess what went well and what you may want to change
next time. And you don’t have to use these exact words; make it your own and
conversational.

